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Abstract
CLinkaRT at EVALITA 2023 is a relation extraction task based on clinical cases taken from the E3C corpus, i.e. Italian written

documents reporting statements of a clinical practice. The task consists in identifying clinical results and measures and linking
them to the laboratory tests and measurements from which they were obtained. Three teams participated in the task and various
supervised machine learning models, both traditional and based on deep learning, were evaluated. In this evaluation, the deep
learning models outperformed the traditional ones. Interestingly, none of the teams explored the use of few-shot language
modeling. However, the fact that the supervised models significantly outperformed the task baselines implementing few-shot
learning shows the crucial role still played by the availability of annotated training data.
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1. Introduction and Motivation
There is a growing interest in processing clinical data for
tasks of public interest, such as clinical decision making
[1] or monitoring of the health status of a country [2].
While for this purpose large amounts of structured data
are needed, the reality is that most clinical data are stored
as free unstructured clinical texts. Hence, the ability of
extracting information directly from natural language texts
and to increase the volume of databases and structured
datasets, such as MIMIC-III [3], is crucial.

Having these goals into account, scholars have devel-
oped a series of resources for information extraction from
clinical texts. Clinical information extraction efforts have
often given priority to the identification of diseases [4]
or events [5]. As far as the extraction of relations from
clinical texts is concerned, previous work has focused
on concept normalization [6] and temporal relations [7],
among others. Laboratory tests and measurements and
their results have been given little attention [8], although
they provide interesting information on the patients’ sta-
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tus at a certain time of the development of a disorder and
are crucial to choose the right diagnosis. From a more
technical point of view, processing laboratory tests and
their results also brings up a new perspective on the treat-
ment of data, since it requires interpreting numeric values
and ranges and therefore can not be handled as a com-
mon named entity recognition task [9]. In this context,
the CLinkaRT task (LINKing A Result to its Test in the
CLINnical domain) in EVALITA 2023 [10] provides an
opportunity to evaluate different Natural Language Pro-
cessing approaches and does this with a focus on Italian,
a less explored language than English.

2. Task Description
The CLinkaRT task consists in identifying textual men-
tions of both laboratory tests and measurements in a clin-
ical narrative, and then linking these to their respective
results. Clinical narratives (or clinical cases) are doc-
uments reporting statements of a clinical practice, pre-
senting the reason for a clinical visit, the description of
physical exams, the assessment of the patient’s situation
and the diagnosis, as well as the following treatments.
Laboratory tests and measurements are commonly done
as part of this process and are typically documented in
clinical narratives.

Figure 1 presents an excerpt of a clinical case where lab-
oratory tests have been marked in bold1 and their results
in italics.
1Note that the head of the mention is capitalized.
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Osvaldo, anni 52, ha una storia di diarrea e calo
ponderale che si può far riferire a due anni prima.
Non c’è storia di sanguinamento gastroenterico ed
una RICERCA di sangue occulto fecale è risultata
negativa su tre campioni. Ammette di averci dato
dentro con l’alcol in passato, ma da diversi anni è
assolutamente astinente. Ha un diabete, controllato
con insulina. Sei anni prima è stato colecistectomiz-
zato. Gli ESAMI di laboratorio sono normali, se
si fa eccezione per una lieve anemia, così come
normali sono lo STUDIO radiologico del piccolo
e del grosso intestino.

Figure 1: A sample clinical case

In this example, we have the following Pertains-To re-
lations that participants needed to identify between results
and tests:

• negative / negativa -> the research for fecal blood
/ una RICERCA di sangue occulto fecale

• normal / normali -> the laboratory exams / gli
ESAMI di laboratorio

• normal / normali -> the radiological study of the
bowels / lo STUDIO radiologico del piccolo e del
grosso intestino

3. Dataset
The CLinkaRT task is based on the Italian part of E3C,
the multilingual European Clinical Case Corpus [11], a
collection of clinical cases derived from different sources,
such as published articles available from PubMed, and
existing corpora. As such, the dataset encompasses a
variety of clinical disciplines in different hospitals and a
wide range of laboratory tests.

One of the three sections which make up the E3C cor-
pus has been manually annotated with different types of
information, such as:

• events (which include laboratory tests, among oth-
ers), temporal expressions and temporal relations,
annotated according to THYME [12], an adapta-
tion of the TimeML framework [13];

• results of laboratory tests and measurements,
marked through the RML tag (defined within the
E3C project), and Pertains-To relations holding
between an RML and the event it refers to;

• clinical entities (in particular diseases, syndromes,
findings, signs, symptoms, etc.) listed in medical
taxonomies, which is useful for tasks focusing on
clinical entity recognition and analysis [14].

More specifically, the CLinkaRT task is based on two
sets of data:

1. Training and development data: 83 clinical cases,
for a total of 28,856 tokens and 658 Pertains-To
relations. These documents correspond directly
with the manually annotated section of the E3C
corpus and have then been revised for the task;

2. Test data: 80 clinical cases taken from E3C and
specifically annotated for the task, for a total of
26,437 tokens and 612 Pertains-To relations.

3.1. Annotation
Among all the annotations foreseen by the E3C project,
the data used for CLinkaRT contain the following annota-
tions:

• Laboratory test and measurement EVENTS: they
include medical procedures in which parts of the
body or bodily substances (blood, urine, etc.) are
analyzed, as well as different acts of measuring,
such as measuring patients’ physical features (e.g.
height and weight) or the size of a lesion or mass.

• RMLs are the results of lab tests and measure-
ments; they can consist of a text string (e.g. nor-
mal / normali) but more often contain numerical
values, typically followed by a unit of measure
(e.g. 7,5 g/dl);

• Pertains-To relations connecting an RML (the
source) to the relevant EVENT (the target).
Pertains-To relations can be one-to-one, one-to-
many and many-to-one.

In the example below we have two Pertains-To
relations between two EVENTS, i.e. a laboratory test
(protidemia totale) and a measurement (peso), and their
results (RMLs), i.e. 4,5 g/dl and 19 Kg respectively.

Peso corporeo di 19 Kg, protidemia totale 4,5 g/dl
/ Body weight of 19 Kg, total protidemia 4,5 g/dl
19 Kg -> Peso
4,5 g/dl -> protidemia

Both RMLs and test and measurements EVENTS are
marked as strings of text; notice, however, that tests and
measurements belong to the TimeML category EVENT
and are therefore marked by their syntactic head only (i.e.
strictly one token only) while RMLs, as defined within
the E3C project, are marked by a whole syntactic chunk
(one or more tokens).

3.2. Inter Annotator Agreement
All the data used for the task have been (manually) anno-
tated by expert computational linguists and inter-annotator
agreement has been assessed on ten documents, which
have been annotated by two annotators independently. On
average, each annotator has identified 111 relations.



100001|t|Osvaldo, anni 52, ha una storia di diarrea e calo ponderale che si può far
riferire a due anni prima. Non c’è storia di sanguinamento gastroenterico ed una
RICERCA di sangue occulto fecale è risultata negativa su tre campioni. Ammette
di averci dato dentro con l’alcol in passato, ma da diversi anni è assolutamente
astinente. Ha un diabete, controllato con insulina. Sei anni prima è stato
colecistectomizzato. Gli ESAMI di laboratorio sono normali, se si fa eccezione per
una lieve anemia, così come normali sono lo STUDIO radiologico del piccolo e del
grosso intestino.

100001 REL 201-209 negativa 156-163 ricerca
100001 REL 442-449 normali 416-421 esami
100001 REL 502-509 normali 518-524 studio

Figure 2: Sample of an annotated clinical case

The resulting Dice’s coefficient [15] is 0.87, which is
quite high given that agreement between annotators is
only considered as such when there is a complete overlap
in the spans of the source and the target (exact match).
The high agreement between annotators ensures that anno-
tations throughout the whole dataset are consistent. More
specifically, the inter-annotator agreement is particularly
high when numerical values are present in the RMLs (it
reaches 0.92 in terms of Dice’s coefficient), while it is
slightly lower (Dice=0.84) in the case of RMLs without
numerical values.

3.3. Data Distribution Format
The annotated data have been provided to the participants
in a format that is in an adaptation of the PubTator format
(see an example in Figure 2). It consists of a straightfor-
ward tab-delimited text file, where every document in the
dataset is in a new line preceded by the DOCID and the
|t| marker. A space line is used as an indicator of the
end of the document, followed by the annotated relations:
every relation is in a separate line and is represented as an
ordered pair, as in (RML -> EVENT), and each string is
represented by its start and end character offsets.

4. Baselines
To improve the assessment of participant systems’ perfor-
mance, supervised and unsupervised baselines have been
used for comparative analysis. These baselines have been
made available through the GitLab repository.2

The supervised baseline was assessed using two differ-
ent approaches.

The first approach is based on vocabulary-transfer from
training to testing (voc. tran.). In this approach, a system
is used to recognize textual references to laboratory tests
and measurements present in the test set using the entities

2https://gitlab.fbk.eu/zanoli/clinkart-baseline.git

found in the training set. Additionally, regular expressions
derived from the training data are used to recognize vari-
ous result entities that pertain to measurements, typically
represented by values. To establish relationships between
the recognized entities, a relation is created for each pair
of laboratory test/measurement and result entities that
co-occur together within the same sentence.

The second approach relies on a fine-tuned multilingual
BERT model3 trained on textual mentions involved in
relations within the training data. The implementation of
this model has been carried out using the SimpleTrans-
former library.4 The model is capable of recognizing both
textual references to laboratory tests and measurements
and their results.

Peso corporeo di 19 Kg, protidemia totale 4,5 g/dl
/ Body weight of 19 Kg, total protidemia 4,5 g/dl
19 Kg -> Peso
4,5 g/dl -> protidemia

In the example above the implemented model identifies
the following mentions, using the IOB annotation where
test events are represented as TST and results as RML:

Peso [B-TST] corporeo di 19 [B-RML] Kg

[I-RML], protidemia [B-TST] totale 4,5

[B-RML] g/dl [I-RML])

Subsequently, an additional multilingual BERT model
(configured similarly to the previous BERT model) was
fine-tuned on the annotated relations within the training
data to extract the relationships between the recognized
laboratory tests and their results in the test data. Concern-
ing the training data, both positive and negative examples
were generated for sentences containing at least one lab-
oratory test/measurement and one result entity. For each
generated example, the entities in the relationship were

3model=bert-base-multilingual-cased, epochs=5, learning_rate=4e-5,
batch_size=16

4https://simpletransformers.ai
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marked by adding “[TST]” as both the prefix and suffix
to the laboratory tests and measurements, while “[RML]”
was used to denote the results. The number of examples
generated per sentence was determined by multiplying the
number of laboratory tests by the number of result entities
present in the sentence.

For the test data, the examples to be classified were
generated following a similar process, with the difference
that instead of using the entities from the gold standard
we used the predicted entities. In the case of the sentence
reported above, the following examples were generated
along with their corresponding model predictions
(1=positive, 0=negative):

1 [TST]Peso[TST] corporeo di [RML]19

Kg[RML], protidemia totale 4,5 g/dl

0 [TST]Peso[TST] corporeo di 19 Kg,

protidemia totale [RML]4,5 g/dl[RML]

0 Peso corporeo di [RML]19 Kg[RML],

[TST]protidemia[TST] totale 4,5 g/dl

1 Peso corporeo di 19 Kg,

[TST]protidemia[TST] totale [RML]4,5

g/dl[RML]

The unsupervised baseline uses GPT and OpenAI’s API
(text-davinci-003). It focuses on one-shot learning, where
the model receives a single example during inference
through the prompt. This makes one-shot learning more
similar to unsupervised learning than supervised learning.
The prompt used for performing this evaluation is: Ho
un compito che è quello di estrarre menzioni di test di
laboratorio e dei loro risultati da casi clinici. Ecco
un esempio di testo e output: docId:100998. Nota:
nell’output viene scritto prima il risultato e poi il nome
del test. Sono separati da “|”. Ora dammi l’output per
il seguente testo.5 Within the prompt, docId:100998
represents the annotated document selected from the
training dataset as the only example for GPT.

5. System Descriptions
Eight teams expressed their interest to participate in the
task. Eventually, four teams submitted their annotated
data, resulting in a total of six runs. After the evaluation
phase, one team decided to withdraw so we now present
the results of four runs submitted by three different teams.

5My task is to extract laboratory test mentions and their results from
clinical cases. Here you have an example of a text and its output:
docId:100998. Notice: in the output you first write the result and
then the name of the test. They are separated by “|”. Now give me
the output for the following text.

Participants explored various (supervised) approaches,
including traditional machine learning methods, as well
as using BERT [16] and its derivative models, and top
Large Language Models (LLMs) such as LLaMA [17]. A
brief overview of each team’s approach is reported below,
while the corresponding results are reported in Table 1.

Simple Ideas: Unlike conventional methods that ex-
tract entities and relations separately in a pipeline, the
proposed approach uses a pipeline in which first EVENTS
are identified and then the Pertains-to relations are created
from those. Several BERT-based models were assessed,
including Italian BERT [18] and DistilBERT [19], which
were pre-trained on general topics. Additionally, BioBIT
and MedBIT-R3-plus [20] were evaluated as they were
specifically pre-trained for the medical field. Among these
models, MedBIT-R3-plus resulted as the best model. To
optimize their performance, the models were fine-tuned
on an augmented version of the original dataset. This aug-
mentation involved the addition of new sentences derived
from the original ones, wherein random words were sub-
stituted with similar words in the embedding space. This
approach achieved the best results in the task and it also
obtained the highest ranking in the parallel TESTLINK
task at IberLEF 2023 [21]. The availability of the im-
plemented code contributes to the reproducibility of the
presented results.

ExtremITA: The team employed a unified neural
model to address all the EVALITA 2023 tasks. To achieve
this, they experimented with two different approaches.
One approach involved fine-tuning an encoder-decoder
model, specifically T5 [22] pre-trained on Italian texts.
The second approach is an instruction-tuned Decoder-
only model based on the LLaMA [17] foundational mod-
els. This model was initially trained on Italian translations
of Alpaca [23] instruction data. In both cases, the mod-
els were fine-tuned by using the complete set of datasets
provided by the EVALITA 2023 tasks. Moreover, the
CLinkaRT dataset was expanded with annotated docu-
ments derived from the Spanish dataset made available in
the TESTLINK task. The model built upon the LLaMA
model showed strong performance across multiple tasks
at EVALITA 2023, including the CLinkaRT task, where
it ranked second. The implemented code has been made
available.

Polimi: The team used a traditional pipeline-based
approach for relation extraction. The first module fo-
cused on recognizing entities related to laboratory tests
and their corresponding measurements. The module was
implemented using two diverse models: CRF [24] and
UmBERTo [25]. For training the CRF, a range of lexical
features were used, along with external sources of knowl-
edge like UMLS [26]. Subsequently, the second module
aimed at establishing relationships between exams and
results by pairing them based on proximity within the
same sentence. While the CRF method obtained quite sat-



isfactory results, tokenization issues prevented any results
from being obtained using UmBERTo.

6. Results
We conducted the evaluation of systems’ performance us-
ing the BioCreative V CDR task6 scorer In this evaluation,
a relation prediction is considered correct if the start and
end character offsets of the source and target entities, as
well as their order within the relation, are all accurately
predicted.

The results of the systems that participated in the task,
computed using the standard Precision (Pr), Recall (Re),
and 𝐹1 measures, are presented in Table 1. As a compara-
tive reference, we report that the 𝐹1 measure obtained by
the best system in the parallel TESTLINK task is 68.38
and 72.65 for Spanish and Basque, respectively. The re-
sults of the baselines described in Section 4 are reported
in Table 2.

Team Pr Re 𝐹1

Simple Ideas-BERT 65.55 60.62 62.99
ExtremITA-LLaMA 71.10 50.65 59.16
Polimi-CRF 70.34 27.12 39.15
ExtremITA-T5 46.82 26.47 33.82

Table 1
Precision, Recall and 𝐹1 measure obtained by the partici-
pating systems.

Baseline Type Pr Re 𝐹1

mBERT S 61.37 64.37 62.83
GPT U 29.55 48.73 36.79
voc. tran. S 29.95 31.86 30.88

Table 2
Precision, Recall and 𝐹1 measure obtained by the super-
vised (S) and unsupervised (U) baselines.

We additionally evaluated systems’ performance (in
terms of 𝐹1 measure) based on two different dimensions.
Table 3 shows the results distinguishing two categories of
relations, i.e. n-ary relations (one-to-many and many-to-
one) and one-to-one relations. Table 4 presents separate
results for relations involving numerical RMLs and non-
numerical RMLs. Finally, Table 5 reports the accuracy
of participant systems in the recognition of RMLs and
EVENTs, i.e. the sources and targets of the relations.

6https://biocreative.bioinformatics.udel.edu/tasks/biocreative-v/tra
ck-3-cdr/

Team n-ary one-to-one
Simple Ideas-BERT 37.50 70.77
ExtremITA-LLaMA 30.77 65.16
Polimi-CRF ND 46.60
ExtremITA-T5 10.10 33.38

Table 3
𝐹1 measure of participating systems across n-ary and
one-to-one relations.

Team non-numerical numerical
Simple Ideas-BERT 43.03 79.09
ExtremITA-LLaMA 47.35 66.36
Polimi-CRF 18.64 49.21
ExtremITA-T5 28.20 37.76

Table 4
𝐹1 measure of participating systems across relations in-
volving numerical and non-numerical RMLs.

Team EVENT RML
Simple Ideas-BERT 74.89 75.26
ExtremITA-LLaMA 65.69 74.63
Polimi-CRF 48.85 49.80
ExtremITA-T5 48.80 58.39

Table 5
𝐹1 measure per entity type.

7. Discussion
Both traditional machine learning and more recent deep
learning models were tested for relation extraction. It is
worth noting that all participating systems were based on
supervised approaches. Additionally, every system outper-
formed the vocabulary transfer baseline, which represents
the threshold below which systems are not expected to
perform.

Surprisingly, none of the teams attempted to evalu-
ate few-shot learning with LLMs such as GPT [27] or
LLaMA [17]. However, ExtremITA did evaluate LLaMA,
but instead of employing few-shot learning, they opted
for a fine-tuning approach, refining the model using the
available training data.

The assessment of the GPT-based baseline highlights
the present understanding that few-shot learning cannot
be considered a viable alternative to fine-tuning in the con-
text of the present task. Fine-tuning, although requiring
annotated data, produces significantly better results.

Despite using different pre-trained models trained on
diverse domain-specific data (generic domain vs medical
domain), the top-performing team (Simple Ideas), along
with the second-placed team (ExtremITA) and the baseline
model based on multilingual BERT (mBERT), achieved
remarkably similar results.

CRF (Polimi), as the exclusive traditional machine
learning algorithm involved in the task, obtained a preci-

https://biocreative.bioinformatics.udel.edu/tasks/biocreative-v/track-3-cdr/
https://biocreative.bioinformatics.udel.edu/tasks/biocreative-v/track-3-cdr/


sion (70.34) in line with that of the top models (71.10).
Nevertheless, its relatively lower recall (27.12), in compar-
ison to the recall of the best-performing models (60.62),
results in moderately satisfactory outcomes in terms of 𝐹1

score (39.15).
One team (Simple Ideas) conducted an evaluation

of their pipeline-based approach in two distinct tasks:
the Italian CLinkaRT task (𝐹1 62.99) and the parallel
TESTLINK task at IberLEF 2023, focusing on Basque
(𝐹1 72.65) and Spanish (𝐹1 68.38). Interestingly, this ap-
proach demonstrated superior performance results across
all three languages.

Based on the outcome of our analysis of systems’ per-
formance in relation to two distinct diagonal dimensions,
i.e. n-ary and one-to-one relations on one hand, and nu-
merical and non-numerical RMLs on the other (see Ta-
bles 3 and 4, we can observe that extracting n-ary relations
is more challenging than extracting one-to-one relations,
which is not surprising. Moreover, the task of extracting
relations involving numerical RMLs seems easier than ex-
tracting relations involving non-numerical entities, which
may be correlated to the lower agreement obtained on the
latter in the IAA test.

An analysis of the entities involved in the relations ex-
tracted by the participants’ systems shows that recognising
EVENTs seems to be generally harder than recognising
RMLs (Table 5). One possible explanation for this is that
EVENTs are commonly identified by their syntactic head
(leaving out the other elements in the phrase) which can
sometimes be quite challenging.

Participants report two key reasons for the incorrect
tagging produced by their models. On one hand, BERT
tokenizers struggle splitting correctly medical terms (e.g.
antitrombina -> anti trombina), which leads to wrongly
setting the boundaries of the annotations. In addition, the
difficulty of capturing the most peripheral elements in the
entity mentions has also been a cause for failing to detect
correctly the entity spans. This is the case of “punte di
[circa 1200 pg/ml]” or “pari a 0 o [inferiori a 1.5 mg/dl]”
in which only the tokens between the brackets have been
annotated by the systems.

The results obtained did not allow us to determine
whether the task being examined is inherently more dif-
ficult in one language compared to other languages due
to language-specific traits. Within this framework, the
vocabulary transfer baseline, which is expected to provide
a preliminary indication of the task’s difficulty, achieves
better results on the Italian CLinkaRT task (𝐹1 30.88)
compared to the parallel TESTLINK task for Basque (𝐹1

23.96) and Spanish (𝐹1 22.10). However, the participat-
ing systems, such as the Simple Idea’s system, showed
contrasting results.

8. Conclusions
Extracting laboratory tests and measurements and their
results from clinical narratives seems to be a challenging
task in clinical information extraction. The great variety
of tests and the fact that most results contain numerical
values differentiate this task from most entity recognition
and linking tasks. Participant systems have achieved good
results but there is still room for improvement, especially
as far as recall is concerned. As this was the first time that
we were proposing this task, we decided to keep it strictly
focused on relations between tests and their results, but in
the future it might be interesting to integrate this task in a
more complex information extraction effort that considers
a wider range of clinical entities and relations.
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